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Law school receives accreditation

Marius B. Jansen,the East Asian historian, was on campus this
week as a special guest for the annual Brown and Haley lecture
series. Jansen lectured for three iconsecutiye nighZson"Japan's
Bicentennial: Two Centuries of Changes in World View"

The University of Puget
Sound School of Law has
received full accreditation from
the American Bar Association._
Of ficial word of the
accreditation, received by Law
School Dean Joseph Sinclitico
this morning, followed
unanimous approval by the ABA
House of Delegates at the
association's mid-winter meeting
in Chicago.
According to Sinclitico, the
law school, which was awarded
provisional accreditation during
its first year of operation in
1972-73, was fully inspected by
the ABA accreditation
committee in October. The
committee's recommendations
then were submitted to the
Council of the Section of Legal
Education which, in turn,

recommended final approval to
the House of Delegates.
Significant criteria in the
ABA's accreditation, the dean
explained, include administrative
personnel, faculty, students,
admissions standards, library and
facilities.
The UPS School of Law, with
a current enrollment of
approximately 800, joins some
157 other institutions in the
country which have met the
stringent ABA requirements.
Earlier this year, the Association
of American Law Schools also
awarded the school full
accreditation.
"With this action, our law
school is fully and finally
accredite by all accrediting
agencies," said Sinclitico. "It is
the product of great effort on
the part of university officials,

law school administrators, our
faculty, students and staff—and
is a significant step in an
ever-continuing effort to achieve
excellence in the training of
students for the prcactice of law
and service to their
communities."
Presideht Philip Phibbs called
the accreditation "particularly
significant for its rapidity." Only
four law schools in the nation
have received such approval
from both the AALS and the
ABA within their third year of
operation, he said.
"This 'record time'
accreditation clearly illustrates
the qualit7 , of legal education
being offered to students at the
UPS School of Law," the
president added.

Campus females should exercise caution
By John M. Hickey, Director
Safety/Security Department
f-

4.

If students, particularly
females, do not exercise
reasonable care, their personal
safety on campus may be
jeopardized. The university
environment, as part of the city,
is subject to all advantages and
disadvantages inherent to urban
living. Recently, females have
been physically harrassed on
campus. This is not cause for

panic. Rather, it should serve as
an indication that resident
will assist by providing some
additional lighting in critical
areas. Safety/Security personnel
patrol campus grounds on a
twenty-four hour basis.
In spite of these preventative
measures, the campus is not and
will not be risk free. The
remainder of safety
responsibility lies with each
individual. The following
precautions, exercised alone
and/or conjunctively, would
facilitate safe travel by females
at night.

—WALK IN LIGHTED
AREAS.
—WALK IN GROUPS OF
TWO OR MORE.
—USE THE TWENTY-FOUR
HOUR ESCORT SERVICE
AVAILABLE THROUGH THE
SAFETY/SECURITY
DEPARTMENT. (Call ext.
3313)
All areas of the campus
cannot be reasonably lighted.
Use the available lighted paths of
travel. If at all possible, do not
walk alone. If you do not have
an acquaintance to walk with, or
if several females do not wish to

Senate approves aviation course
The Faculty Senate met in
the McCormack Room of the
library last Monday afternoon to
discuss the reconsideration and
placement on the Summer
School list of classes of "The
Airplane and the Pacific
Northwest."

The course, taught by Dr.
Stewart Lowther of the Geology
Department, was discussed by
the Senate, who had rejected the
course previously. By a vote of
11-10, the Senators reconsidered
their actions and approved the
course as presented by Lowther.

Shown above , are members of the Faculty Senate as they
deliberated over a new course offering.

The course will be offered for
one credit beginning this
summer, for a two-week period.
It will study the role of aviation
in the development of this area,
and study nearby
aviation-related installations
such as Sea-Tac Airport and
Boeing.
It is expected that the course
will be a very popular one, both
for regular undergraduates, as
well as for people in the
community.
The Curriculum Committee
also had its report discussed. A
large number of professors were
present from outside the ranks
of the Senate. They were
prepared to defend the new class
offerings for next year if asked
to by the Senate.
However, their attendance
was unnecessary. The Senate
passed the proposal without too
much discussion, and without
any questions being asked of the
professors.
The university's calefliar was
discussed next. Certain changes
from this year's calendar were
presented by the Curriculum
Committee. One was for a full
week to be allowed between the
end of Winterim and the
beginning of Spring term classes.
This change was in response to
the science departments wanting
a regular number of classes on
each day of the week, so labs
aren't fouled up (14 Fridays, but
only 13 Mondays, and so on).
Also, professors wanted more
time between terms for
preparation, and students would
like a whole week off.
The calendar was passed by
the Senate, with little
opposition.

females should exercise greater
caution in their academic and
social environment.
Incidences referred to
occurred under similar
circumstances. Each involved
females walking alone, at night,
and in poorly lighted areas.
In order to prevent such
incidences from reoccurring and
to eliminate the potential for
more serious problems, we must
all work together. The university

travel unattended, use the escort
service.
To conclude, there is no
reason for excitement, but there
is a need to exercise reasonable
care. As long as some potential
harm exists, then preventative
safety action is necessitated. If
we work to eliminate the
opportunity for harm, we will
not have to regret the
consequences of carelessness.

John Dean not overpaid
"First, for the students' benefit, I think that some questions
should be answered."
Lyle Gelbach, ASUPS Artists and Lectures Chairman, stated
this in response to the discussion surrounding the upcoming
appearance at UPS of John Dean.
John Dean's lecture was approved unanimously by the
Student Senate in January before the contract was signed. "Many
students were polled as to their response to bringing Dean on campus.
They were also unanimously in favor of it," Gelbach stated.
Some misunderstandings have come to light along with Dean
protest. The contract with Dean is with the ASUPS, and not the
University.
According to figures compiled from the Activities Director's
office, Dean is not the most expensive speaker the ASITPS has ever
paid. Below is some data for past speakers the ASUPS has sponsored.

FEES AND ATTENDANCE RECORDS
Event

Attendance

Cost

Cost per student
-$1.33

Wm. 0. Douglas 3000

$4000

Freedom & the 275
1st Admendment 300
300
(series)

1000
1250
1250

-3.63
4.17
-4.17

Mark Hatfield

300

1500

-5.00

Dean

1500(@.50)
(with 3500
public)

3500
(6000 income)

-1.18
(+1.67)*

Halberstam

300

1350

-4.50

Paul Erhlich

900

3700

-4.11

* potential profit from Dean; all money goes back to Artists and
Lectures Fund for additional programming this Spring.
Gelbach stated that tne purpose of the ASUPS lecture series
is all part of the goals of a broad education. "I think that the protest
is a healthy reflection of what the educational process stands for,
namely exposure to many ideas, and reaction to them, ..You should
have discussion and debate over what a speaker has to say. You don't
have to agree with everybody you hear speak."- ,
Last year, a group of nationally known journalists
appeared at UPS to discuss the issue of Watergate. "It's time for us to
hear from someone on the other side of the issue," Gelbach stated.

SYMPOSIUM

Futility in Student Activities-result of the system
This letter is in response to the article entitled
"Student activities director optimistic; programming
conference inspiring." It is specifically directed at the
statement, "Undoubtedly, at UPS, we have a need for
better use of student fees, but first, and most important,
a need for more people to get involved."
This statement reflects a great deal of stupidity on
Mr. Solidarios's part. I say stupidity because he has
worked with people at UPS since September and has
seen brilliant ideas and work go down the drain because
of vetoes by the President or Student Senate. True, all of
the appointments were made before he arrived but he
should be able to say what is wrong with certain parts of
Student Government, SAC, and all other ASB fields
(hence known as SA).
I contend that certain things happen that turn
people off to SA and not that there is a shortage of
people. There are many students at UPS who have
experience in leadership skills and activity skills. These
skills were obtained in high school, YMCA's, YWCA's,
Boys Club, Girl Scouts, etc. The problem is that those
with the most skills are co-opted into either fraternities
or sororities and/or after entering SA, they become
extremely cynical. By examining what can happen to a
student who joins either a 'hood or remains independent
and joins SA, I hope to indicate what changes are
necessary. I will start with the student who remains
independent and enters SA.
A freshman entering UPS usually lives in a dorm.
The dorm is usually A-L or Todd because of the shortage
of housing at UPS.
While checking out the campus one quickly finds
out what there is to do. The first person one meets is
their roommate. Once this hurdle is met one is
approached or asked to investigate joining a fraternity or
sorority. If one declines you are free to pursue classes,
sports, dorm life and activities and SA. One usually finds
this latter activity closed because most decisions on who
is doing what are made in the spring. If a position is
open it is a very low position because as a freshman one
is ignorant of how UPS works. Those who show
exceptional talent are sometimes picked. At this point
cynicism starts.
One watches and sees their idea (mentioned last
week) come up this week introduced by a so-called
senior member and accepted. Soon, however, one begins
to get some recognition.
Spring arrives after a very dull and disappointing
Winterim. Elections and new committee selection time
comes. You are now determined to rectify the situation.
You feel that you do not know enough about Student
Senate because of ignorance and you decline to run. You
would like some experience and you sign up for a
committee. One may or may not have voted.
Those people who have signed up for every
possible committee attend interview after interview after
interview. Some people are chosen and some are not.
Ihose who haven't received a position think back
to the press gangs of the 'hoods. Some see something
and join.
Those who have received committee assignments
go to work in the fall of their sophomore year. Now
they find out how useless being picked is.
Some people find that the notice mailed to them
for the first meeting arrives two days after the first
meeting. After hopefully rectifying this situation, their
notice now goes to places where they have never lived.
Some are removed off committees on the grounds of not

enough experience. Some watch and see melt
approved two years later. Then they cannot work with it
because thie committee selections have already been
made. Some turn out an incredible newspaper for two
years that has as its sole purpose helping the students,
only to find that few students care. Others fight for two
months to use a school building without paying for it,
only to find that student senate will not allocate money
for a program in it. Those who work on a successful
committee-find themselves off the committee when a
new chairman is chosen. Then they watch as a together
program fades because of no continuity.
Most of these events happened two or less years
ago. What happened this year? A classic example is you,
Mr. Solidarios, going alone to the NEC annual
conference. Why did no one else go? This is the first year
UPS is in the organization and no students attended.
Programming is mostly done between now and
fall. The next regional, if there is one, will be in the fall
sometime. This is a lag of seven months minimum and
longer if there are only annual meetings. How can you
effectively use NEC if no one but yourself is familiar
with it and what it has to offer?
After all these traumas is it any wonder people
who do not join fraternities chose to fade away and
deny they ever went here?
Now for the other side, those people who live in
fraternities and sororities. I admit that I know little
about them, but I think that this conjecture is valid.
Each fraternity and sorority wants a specific kind
of person.. This type has certain basic needs, security for
example. This can easily be found in a fraternity as well
as people of a given goal. This is determined by what
each house wants in social makeup. The biggest reason
for the hard core sell is that in order to keep the house it
must have so much occupancy.
The formal rush picks up the most insecure of
their perspective applicants. Once you are in, you are in
provided you obey the rules. If you do not like it you
can depledge, but I would estimate that the number of
people who do this are limited. If you have those needed
and desired leadership skills and you depledge after being
in SA you can try to join another or fade away into
obscurity.
Those students who quit SA to join a particular
house or those who join right away find that they can
exercise their skills quickly and efficieritly. Why? The
reason is that within the house there are fewer factions
to deal with. When you are given an assignment you have
full authority. All ideas pertaining to a given function
are wanted and considered. If they are used, then you
receive credit within the house, while outside the
prestige of the house is improved. Because each house
would like to be more successful than another, you will
continually be approached to do it again or come up
with another plan. Because you want your house to
succeed again you consider every idea again. In short
within the house there is a continuity of planning. You
continually get experience and you get to use it year
after year.
One can attack the fraternities and sororities as
closed, conservative, stuck up, whatever. No one can
avoid the fact that they are secure, have to deal with less
hassles, and the rewards are greater and come quicker.
Therefore why should one hassle with SA when it is
easier to gain recognition through a 'hood. One could
almost believe that the Phi Delts knew they were
subjecting SA to mediocrity by having an illicit affair
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Ein Wort uber Tatsachen

Administration still
investigating Winterim
I have received the report prepared by Dean
Reeck and Mr. Stuckey on the Middle East Winterim. It
includes all the information which the University has
and the transcripts of the interviews which were held
with each participant on the Winterim . Last week I also
asked any of the participants who wished to discuss the
matter with me to arrange an appointment.
I had then planned to meet this week with Dr.
Jandali to address questions to him which I had and to
afford h im and opportunity to present any information
he wished before I decided upon the course of action we
should take. He is out of town at the moment; I have
written to him asking him to get in touch immediately
with me because I, too, would like to resolve this
matter as soon as possible.
I have also indicated that after I meet with Dr.
Jandali, I wish to meet with the students who were on
the Winterim and discuss with them my decision and any
other concerns they have.
This has been a long process, but it is important
for us to conduct a thorough and careful investigation.
The issues involved are serious, and we mist be certain
that our procedures are fair. A thorough investigation is
not a cover-up; it is the basis upon which a thoughtful,
fair and just decision can be made.
I trust that that is the objective of everyone in the
community.
I shall of course make a public statement at the
conclusion of this investigation . I hope everyone agrees
that this is the fair and appropriate way to hancle a
matter of this kind.

Phillip Phibbs
President

puget sound
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TRAIL is not 'covering-up
Within the last few weeks seeds of suspicion and
indignation have been implanted in the minds of many
by self-justified "concerned"people in this university
community who claim to be the friends of the students
who went on the Middle East Winterim.
Needless to say, those seeds are growing in fertile
minds bent on pursuing the charge that the Trail is
involved in a cover-up due to administrative pressure.
Fortunately, for Americans the very thought of
censorship and news suppression will immediately bring
outrage from the public, but the righteous protesters
here don't have a solid case concerning this story.
The Trail does not have, and has never had all of the
facts surrounding the Winterim trip. The first article
which appeared in the February 14 issue was intended to
enlighten the university community to the cold , dry
facts ( as gathered by the administration) and
subsequent articles would supplement, verify or dispute
those facts. Printed in error was the statement that Dr.
Jandali was in New York. He never was.
As President Phibbs has stated in his letter(see
article below) this is a long process, involving serious
issues.

with Christian Fellowship.
The offspring of this affair was to elect Mike
Purdy president.
I want to apologize to Al Smith, Seri Wilponef
Robert Martin, Lyle Gelbach, Laura lnveen, Angel
Iscovitch, Dave Ah Soon and Wes Jordan for bringing
back bitter memories and barely closed field wounds. I
know you personally and I wish you success and
happiness.
I hope you learn from this letter Mr. Solidarios.
Learn that committees should be independent, that they
should have the authority to act, that there be
continuity in programming and that there are people
interested in SA. It would be easy to blame the 'hoods
for co-opting many of the best leaders or the school for
their housing policy which allows this, but you can not.
Until you prove that someone cares and wants to help
students change SA, all you will get is cynicism.

l'his is a one-newspaper university, and by nut
having access to any other media tool, the University can
only learn the facts in print when they are available.
There are three reliable sources involved in this
investigation. One of them, the students, have been
interviewed and questioned to the maximum;their taped
interviews have been transcribed and filed. The other
two(Jandali, who is not available, and the official
University Report on the Winterim) are not attainable as
of this writing. .
.News can't be suppressed if you don't have it in
your possession to begin with. The Trail has not been
and never will be submitted to anyone on this campus
for 'review before publication' for the purpose of
pre-censorship under the disguise of counseling.
As promised before, when we learn the story , you
will also. The slowness in coverage of this matter does
not in any way originate' from this office.

Robin Chandler
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Phi Delts display racism at UPS-PSU basketball game
I recently attended the UPS-Portland State
basketball game on February 22. During the pre-game
warmups and during the game itself I witnessed an
unbelievable display of racism by some of the UPS
students. A group of about 15 or 20 continually verbally
assaulted the black players on the PSU team. They called
them "nigger," "coon," "jiveman," "bushman,"
"gorilla," etc. Their favorite chant was "We hate Congo
state" and some people in the crowd banged their
wooden blocks together to the beat. The leader of the
group I discovered was some alumnus named Tony. His
followers I heard were from Phi Delta Theta.
I don't know why someone didn't do something.
UPS has black students and players yet the crowd kept
clapping. Why didn't the UPS coach say something?
Maybe he couldn't hear. But his players heard every time
they ran by. Or the referee, he could call a technical

foul. But he didn't. And the two cops that stood across
the floor, didn't they hear? The Portland State players
heard. The anger could be seen on their faces and a
couple even said something back. But Tony and his
buddies kept on. They ridiculed the PSU cheerleaders
and commented that they had a little "nigger" dressed
up as a cheerleader. Tony said it was "disgusting" and
everyone laughed.
I can't understand how people with their attitudes
can still exist. How many wars have to be fought to
exterminate bigoted people? The civil war was fought
over a hundred years ago. Hitler has been dead for a
generation. Think of all the millions who have died
trying to crush the cause those Phi Delts and Tony
believe in. They are sick, perverted freaks. I guess no
argument will ever change them, though. But they can
be isolated from society if enough people are willing.
The university can put students on probation or even

ICUPS-FM', benefits outweigh problems
At the General Elections next Monday and
Tuesday, you will have an opportunity to vote on the
issue of K UPS's conversion to FM Stereo.
Let's look at the positive points of a 'KUPS-FM.
It would give the students a viable stereo
entertainment, educational and promotional
communications outlet. It would be quick and accurate
with information, broadcasting debates, sports, and
interviews. It would be student-run; anyone with an
interest in radio could participate in the station, either as
an announcer, a newsman, or a manager, possibly as
training for future employment in the communications
field.
The station would have a 7-10 mile broadcasting
radius, allowing most students (even off campus) and the
community to listen to the station, providing a link for
these people to the university and its activities. It also
would be an alternative to listening to commercial radio
stations. Other educational FM stations (PLU, UW,
WSU, Evergreen) have already proven the tremendous
worth of having a university radio station.
There are some problems which must be overcome
before KUPS makes the jump to FM, but this is normal

for an endeavor at this point. These problems will be
ironed out; they shouldn't keep you from voting 'Yes.'
A vote on the question means more than whether
KUPS goes FM or not. A 'No' vote will probably
complete the 'killing' of KUPS as a broadcasting station
for the students of UPS. This also may be the last chance
UPS has to ever go FM, due to future FCC actions.
KUPS is, this year, costing you $3,000. In
previous years, it has been higher. But, if KUPS-FM is
approved, for 2,000 to 3,000 more dollars per year, you
will receive a much more viable and useful station. It will
help you by broadcasting debates, entertainment, sports,
and many other things. Just as a comparison of budgets,
the Trail costs you $11,800 per year. In addition, the
initial construction of the station will cost you nothing
(it will be paid through gifts to the university), and it is
quite possible that some of the yearly operating costs
will be paid for by grants from other groups.
We hope you study the KUPS issue before the
election, and decide what your vote will be. Part of
every student's future is at stake.

Albert Hintz

suspend them for misbehavior. Maybe this just isn't
serious enough. But that group of goons is giving UPS
the worst possible reputation. They are out there
condemning a whole race of people simply because they
exist. It is time Tony and his friends were educated that
they have no right to ever do that. I've talked with
athletic director MacArthur and he agreed it was
"terrible." But I wonder if he or the university has the
courage to do anything about it. With any effort they
can learn the names of the individuals involved. If they
wish I will gladly drive 220 miles to identify them
personally.

Steve Lawrence
Oregon State University

Student fees will
pay John Dean
The initial literature circulated by the Boycott
John Dean, Committee implied that Mr. Dean's lecture
was sponsored by the University. It is not. Mr. Dean's
visit has been arranged by the Associated Student Body
and his fee will be paid from ASB funds--not the
University's budget. The allocation of ASB funds is the
responsibility of the Student Senate--not the University.
May I also make one small, but significant,
correction in the article on the Question and Answer
session published in last week's Trail? The recreation
building is our first building priority. We have a number
of top priorities for which we shall seek funds
simultaneously. The recreation building is one of these,
and it is the only building in that first group. Funds for
various programs and for the endowment are also,
however, in the top category.
All of the needs seem equally important. In
addition potential donors have different interests so it is
wise for an institution to have more than one "gift
opportunity" to offer to them.

Sincerely,
Philip M. Phibbs

10 MINUTES
OF YOUR TIME
COULD SAVE
A FRIEND'S LIFE.
Looking for some action?
In the time it takes to drive
your friend home, you could save
his life.
If your friend's been drinking
too much, he shouldn't be driving.
The automobile crash is the
number one cause of death of
people your age. And the ironic
thing is that the drunk drivers

responsible for killing young people
are most often other young people.
Take ten minutes. Or twenty.
Or an hour. Drive your friend
home. That's all. If you can't do
that, call a cab. Or let him sleep on
your couch.
We're not asking you to be
a doctor or a cop. Just a friend.

FDRUNK DRIVER, DEPT. Y*

BOX 2345
ROCKVILLE, MARYLAND 20852
I want to save a friend's life.
Tell me what else I can do.

My name is
Address

LCity
oL

State

I HS HIGH, st

Zi p

ISORY COm

IF YOU LET A FRIEND DRIVE DRUNK YOU'RE NO FRIEND.
S DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION • NATIONAL HIGHWAY TRAFFIC SAFETY ADMINISTRATION
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Maybe you should consider the ACTION
alternative. ACTION is Peace Corps and VISTA
volunteers sharing their educational and life
skills with those who need it most around the
world and here in the United States.
ACTION is a chance to face real, career
challenges while helping others.
ACTION provides a basic living allowance,
transportation, medical and insurance bentfits.
Volunteers are needed now from
practically every field of study-perhaps yours.
So if you're about to graduate, come talk to us.
Maybe there's a place for you in ACTION!
Inquire: Placement Office
March 10-12
756-3250
THREE
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McGraw to present belated lecture
John McGraw, former
chairman of the board of
McGraw-Hill, Inc., will present a
special lecture at the University
of Puget Sound Thursday, March
13, beginning at 3 p.m. in
McIntyre Hall, Room 106.
Originally invited to the
university to participate in its

"Ethics in Administration"
Winterim course, McGraw
rescheduled his visit because of
commitments in New York. In
his presentation, the speaker will
discuss ethics of the publishing
business.
A graduate of Columbia
University, McGraw currently

Deadline for teacher
registration nears
Less than two weeks remain
for prospective teachers planning
to take the National Teacher
Examinations at Seattle Pacific
College on April 5, 1975 to
submit their registrations for
these tests to Educational
Testing Service, Princeton, New
Jersey, Dr. Lytton, assistant
professor of education,
announced today. Registration
for the exams must be
forwarded so as to reach the
Princeton Office not later than
March 13, Dr. Lytton advised.

Bulletins of Informations,
describing registration
procedures and Registration
Forms may be obtained from
Dr. Lytton, Seattle Pacific
College Department of
Education, or directly from the
National Teacher Examinations,
Educational Testing Service, Box
911, Princeton, N.J. 08540.
At the one-day test session a
candidate may take the
Common Examinations, which

include tests in Professional
Education and General
Education, and one of the
twenty-eight Area Examinations
which are designed to evaluate
understanding of the subject
matter and pedagogical methods
applicable to the candidates
choice of a teaching area.
After registering, each
candidate will receive an
Admission Ticket advising him
of the exact location of the
center to which he should
report. Candidates for the
Common Examinations will
report at 8:30 a.m. on April 5,
and should finish at
approximately 12:30 p.m., Dr.
Lytton said. Candidates for the
Area Examinations will report at
1:30 p.m. and should finish at
approximately 4:15 p.m.,
according to the time schedule
for these examinations which
has been set up by Educational
Testing Service.

serves as executive vice president
for operating services for the
company his grandfather
founded. In addition to his
membership on the board of
directors for McGraw-Hill, Inc.,
the guest lecturer also holds
directorships on Standard and
Poor's Corporation, American
Heritage Publishing Co., the New
York City Division of the
American Cancer Society,
United Nations Association of
the United Stares of America
and the Donald C. McGraw
Foundation Inc.
McGraw's son, John, is a
sophomore at UPS.
The public may attend the
complimentary event.

alternate culture film
by Pierce Johnson
University Chaplain
"Sunseed," the fir.t film
classic of the new alternate
culture, will be shown this
coming Tuesday, March 25, at
the "Intersection of Life Styles"
series from 7-8:30 p.m. at
Kilworth Chapel. The film is a
75-minute presentation in which
a journey of self-awareness
features spiritual leaders from
India, Israel, Nepal, Persia, and
the United States.
The spiritual leaders and
communes shown in the film are
widely known in the communes
of the alternate culture. The
production crew traveled India
with Pir Vilayat Khan of the
Sufis. They stayed with Suzuki
Roshi at Zen Center in San
Francisco. Yogi Bhajan leads his
American communes in
kundalini yoga. Rabbi Schlomo
Carlebach of Hasidid Judaism,
Lama Govinda of Tibetan
Buddhims, Swami Muktananda
of Hinduism, Baba Ram Dass*
formerly of Harvard, these and
others are recorded and their
styles presented• In
Intersection we are trying to
create a learning exchange where
those who believe in the life of
the Spirit may learn from one
another. It can be seen as one of
at least three approaches to
spiritual formation open to
students at UPS:
1. The traditional Christian
approach. Father Tom Suss
ct.:ebrates communion for
Roman Catholic students at
Kilworth Chapel on Sunday
evening. Father Shadowitz serves
communion to Episcopal
students Thursday afternoon.
John Thompson trains students
in Inter-Varsity action groups.

Each of these groups, plus others
you can name, intends to be true
to the Christian Gospel in a
definite way, each takes its clues
from its heritage, from the Bible,
and from the life of prayer
The Christian Fellowship•
which meets a 7 p.m. on Friday
evening takes an ecumenical
approach. Pete Macy is the
leader. Here again the emphasis
is Christian, but no one style
dominates. In the last four
weeks an Episcopal priest, a
Catholic priest, a philosophy
professor, and an Inter-Varsity
area leader have been the
speakers. The focus is on the
Christian life as it is expressed
through a variety of forms. This
fellowship is intended to be a
place where all kinds of
Christians can share their
experience and yet retain their
own personal identity—Catholic
or Protestant, liberal or
conservative, liturgical or
charisma; r
The third approach is the
new venture called Intersection
which meets on Tuesday
evening. Here the definition is
even broader. The hope is to
develop a sprititual openness to
the major andio- r most
interesting and useful of the
world's religious styles. The
emphasis is not on the theologies
but on the disciplines—tai chi,
sun chanting, hatha and
kundalini yoga, the Samurai
mind, Jesuit spiritual exercises,
scientific mind games, and
liturgical dance. Like a training
exercise we hope to present
disciplines which you can adapt
for your own use and to your
own life style. That's why we are
presenting the new models of
spiritual formation in
"Sunseed."

American Indians , legal issues topic
for conference at Ethnic Cultural Center
SEATTLE—A special two-day
conference on the pressing legal
issues affecting American
Indians in the Pacific Northwest
will be held here March 6-7, at
the Ethnic Cultural Center, 3931
Brooklyn Avenue NE, University
of Washington campus.
The special conference is
co-sponsored by the Tribal
Services Association, Everett;
University of Washington School
of Law, Seattle; and the Native
American Technical Assistance
Corporation, Albuquerque, New
Mexico.
Select legal issues for
discussion affecting Indians in
the Pacific Northwest include:

(1) Public Law 280, which
presently extends criminal and
civil jurisdiction over Indian
reservations to the states; (2) the
controversial hunting, fishing
and trapping rights of Indians
guaranteed by treaties and
upheld by court decisions; (3)
water and tideland rights held in
trust for Indian tribes by the
federal government for perpetual
use; and (4) the 1968 Indian
Civil Rights Act, which is viewed
by some as a threat to the
sovereignty of Indian tribes.
About 100 tribal leaders from
Washington, Oregon, Idaho,
Utah, Nevada and southeast
Alaska are expected to attend
the legal conference. Also

participating will be local Indian
groups and organizations.
Invitations have been extended
to the governors and
congressional delegations of the
above-named states.
Individual seminar sessions
will be held for a duration of
two hours per session at the
Ethnic Cultural Center, enabling
all participants to share in
discussion of the four select
topics.
On the final day of the
conference, a general assembly
will draft resolutions and amend
them for action by strategic
departments and agencies in
both state and federal
government.

NEXUS offers internship
The American Association for
Higher Education, Washington,
D.C., offers an internship in
NEXUS for college students.
NEXUS is a project of the
association providing access to a
nationwide data bank for
colleges, universities, and others
interested in higher education.
Students learn a great deal at
NEXUS by focusing on research

projects in higher education. In
the past, interns have compiled
sets of resources in the fields of
prisoner education and faculty
evaluation; developed guides to
finding funding; and outlined
NEXUS internship itself in terms
of management by objectives.
Currently enrolled students,
either graduate or
undergraduate, who are

Campus housing to
require deposit fee
Beginning in the fall of 1975
a $15.00 damage and key
deposit will be required by each
resident living in the Annex
Houses, A-Frames, and
Residence Hang
This deposit will be collected
by the hall's Resident Director
at the time each student checks

FOUR

in the Residence Hall, Annex, or
A-Frame.
The $15.00 deposit is
refundable at the end of the
academic year or at the time of
checking out of a particular hall
to move off campus if the room
is left in good condition and if
all keys and linens have been
returned.

•

considering higher education as a
profession and who would like a
practical exposure to the field,
are invited to apply for an
internship. Interns are hired for
about three months and receive
a salary of $75 per week.
Interested students should
submit a resume and a set of
interests in post-secondary
education to Ms. Jane Lichtman,
NEXUS D irector, American
Association for Higher
Education, Suite 780, One
Dupont Circle, Washington,
D.C., 20036. Locally, additional
information is available through
Darrell Reeck, Jones 212, Ext.
3266.

Budil's Flowers
383-4739
6th & Oakes
Tacoma, Washington
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Catalog will help

Math departments will host Dr. Hilton

student travelers

The mathematics
departments at University of
Puget Sound, Pacific Lutheran
University and St. Martin's
College, will host three lectures
in mathematics by Dr. Peter
Hilton, Beaumont professor at
Case Western Reserve University
of Ohio, and research scientist at
Battelle Seattle Research Center,
Monday, Tuesday, March 10.11.
Hilton, who received his
Ph.D. from Cambridge
University in 1952, served as
co-chairman of the Cambridge

CIEE's new Student Travel
Catalog is required reading for
any young traveler who wants to
plan a trip that's both fun and
inexpensive. Wherever in the
world a student is going in the
U.S or abroad, the Catalog can
help.
there's
the
First,
International Student Identity
Car d ( IS IC) - internationally
recognized proof of student
status carried by over 1,000,000
students all over the world. The
ISIC entitles holders to travel on
student charter flights within
Europe and on to Asia and
Africa. On presentation of the
ISIC, students may also take
advantage of reduced fees at
museums, theatres and cinemas
and a worldwide network of
student hostels and restaurants.
The Catalog also provides
information on low- cost
insurance, reduced rates on rail
tickets and car leasing and it
includes order forms for the best
in student travel guidebooks.
For everyone who is worried
about the high cost of going
abroad this year, the Catalog has
information on CIEE's
money-saving travel group
charter flights. These flights are
open to anyone in the
educational community, but
reservations and deposits are
required at least 65 days before
departure. The schedule includes
over 90 round-trip flights
connecting New York, Chicago,
San Francisco and Los Angeles
with Amsterdam, Paris, London,

Dublin and Madrid.
The Student Travel Catalog is
free and available now from
CIEE, a non-profit organization
that has been serving traveling
students for 27 years. Write for
your copy to CIEE, Dept.
SC,777 United Nations Plaza,
New York, New York 10017, or
235 East Santa Clara Street, San
Jose, California 96113.

Fifty Bicentennial flags will
be raised Saturday in the Seattle
Center, marking the March
opening. of the 34-month
Bicentennial period set by
Congress. Another 50 flags will
be raised by designated King
County Bicentennial
communities from atop public
libraries and fire and police
stations.
The flag raising ceremonies
will begin at 11:30 a.m. as a
costumed Paul Revere rides
through the Seattle Center
grounds heralding the event. The
Fife and Drum Corps of Seattle's
Nathan Hale high school, dressed
in revolutionary attire, and the
Multi Ethnic Performing Group
from Sharpies junior high will be
featured in activities near the
Food Circus building.
Sharing honors on the
speakers platform are Ancil
Payne, Seattle/King County
Bicentennial chairman; Samuel

Peace Corps or VISTA service.
It's an excellent opportunity for
recent college graduates who
might otherwise be unemployed,
or forced to take jobs outside
their majors."
Condon is looking for seniors
and grad students in education,
English, mathematics, science,
business administration, health,
guidance and counseling,
economics, library science,
industrial arts, physical
education and recreation, home
economics, and French.
"French speaking college
grads are needed to teach
English as a foreign language in
North Africa, and we can usually
find a place for the liberal arts,
major who has done a lot of
volunteer work in his
community, or who has had
experience in farming,
construction work or business."
Current volunteer activities
range from working on
ecological projects in the
national parks of Nepal to
setting up craft cooperatives in
East Tennessee.
There is no upper age

Smith, president of the Seattle
city council; John Spellman,
King County executive; Ben
Werner of Mercer Island,
representing the Suburban
Mayors Association; and Robb
Weller, member of the
Seattle/King County
Bicentennial commission.
A master calendar of
Bicentennial events and projects
taking place during the next 34
months will be unveiled and
remain in the Center through
July 1976. Additional events
will be added as more activities
highlight the nation's 200th
birthday on July 1976.
All designated King County
Bicentennial communities,
including Seattle/King County,
will take part in the flag raisings.
These include Auburn, Beaux
Arts, Burien, Kent, Northshore,
Redmond, Renton, Tukwila,
Bellevue, Des Moines, Eastside,
and Enumclaw. To be designated

•
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limit—just good health is
required. Applicants may be
married or single, but no
children are allowed.
Both programs provide living
allowances plus medical and
insurance benefits. Also, there is
a cash readjustment allowance
paid at the end of the service
period.
Interested persons are advised
to apply by Wednesday, March
12 to be eligible for Spring and
Summer protms.

$1.00
OFF
...On Processing and
Prints Any Roll of
"Color Print Film"!

..with

6th and Proctor

as a Bicentennial community,
the local organization must plan
one or more approved
Bicentennial projects and receive
state and national approval by
the American Revolution
Bicentennial Administration in
Washington, D.C. As of this
week 49 Washington State
communities have been
designated and presented with
an official Bicentennial flag and
certificate from the national
administration. Eight
communities are awaiting
designation. Additional flags for
public service buildings can be
purchased at the option of the
community.

Good Thru Feb.

Many of these communities
are marking their entrance with
large reflectorized signs denoting
their designation as a
Bicentennial community. These
signs are being erected by the
Washington State Department of
Highways on state and federal
highways with the approval of
the Washington State American
Revolution Bicentennial
Commission.
George Washington's birthday
was observed by community-wide cherry pie socials last
Saturday, Feb. 22. Among the
more larger socials were those
occurring in Burien and Walla
Walla.

'Miracle Worker' playing at
Tacoma Little Theatre
"Miracle Worker" by William
Gibson is scheduled for five
more per formances at the
Tacoma Little Theatre, March 7,
8, 13, 14, and 15, at 8:30 p.m.
The stirring dramatization of
the real-life story of Helen Keller
and her inspired teacher, Annie
Sullivan, provides an interesting,
absorbing and moving evening in
the theatre.

Leading roles in the play are
portrayed by Debbie Whitsell,
Jeanne Clegg, Elizabeth Smith
and Bill Arends.
"Miracle Worker" is directed
by Michael Self of the Centurion
Playhouse, assisted by Ilona
Herlinger, associate professor of
music at UPS. For reservations
call BR 2-2481.
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of Dimes in conjunction with

Silent World Divers, Inc., the
Marathon ran through Sunday,
Mar. 2, and divers solicited
pledges of money from local
businesses. Proceeds went to the
March of Dimes fight against
birth defects.
According to Jeff Stone, UPS
student, state youth chairman
for the March of Dimes and
co-ordinator for this event, Lie
underwater game featured a
4 2-pound, $1300 Parker
Brothers monopoly set, the only
one of its kind in the world.
Local divers and celebrities
attempted to break the team
duration record, set by a group
of divers from Texarkana, Tex.,
which now stands at 16 hours,
10 minutes. All players were
required to remain underwater
for the duration of the game and
if a game ended a new one had
to start immediately, Stone
added.

this ad..

Pfellini_on

'

Scuba divers raise $500,
miss marathon record
University of Puget Sound
President Philip M. Phibbs joined
30 other scuba divers Thursday,
Feb. 27, in a 10 foot diving tank
at Seattle Center Exhibition Hall
during Adventure '75, in an
attempt to shatter the world's
record for playing monopoly
underwater, while helping to
raise funds for the March of
Dimes. Over $500 was made in
the Marathon, but a team
duration record couldn't be
attempted due to a halt called
by the Monopoly Marathon Records Documeniition Committee
in New York. the agency
felt it unsafe for the divers to
continue due to possible health
hazards.
Phibbs, who had never dived
before this event, was given a
crash course in Scuba Diving. He
said he felt great throughout the
Marathon.
Sponsored by Pierce and King
County Chapters of the March

attend the following
complimentary lectures:
Monday, March 10,
"Non-Standard Analysis,"
Pacific Lutheran University,
Ingram Hall, Room 100, 4:30
p.m.; "Cancellation in
Arithmetic," St. Martin's
College, Student Union Building,
8 p.m.
Tuesday, March 11,
"Training Today's
Mathematician," University of
Puget Sound, Thompson Hall,
Room 146, 8 p.m.

Paul Revere initiates bicentennial ceremony

`ACTION' recruiting volunteers
A chance for adventure and a
valid career alternative are two
reasons to volunteer for Peace
Corps or VISTA service,
according to Amy Condon, on
the UPS campus this week for
ACTION Recruiting.
Condon will be accepting
applications for both programs
March 10-12 at the Placement
Office. She will be seeking
volunteers to serve in 68
developing countries with the
Peace Corps, or throughout the
U.S. with VISTA (Volunteers in
Service to America).
A graduate of Franconia
College, Condon is a former
VISTA volunteer who worked
with the Winnebago Indians in
South Sioux City, Nebraska. She
was instrumental in setting up
tutoring, head start, adult
literacy classes and other
community programs at a
community center for the
Indians.
"It gave me a chance to
utilize my 'Social Relations'
major in 'real life,' " says Amy.
"That's one of the benefits of

Conference on School
Mathematics in 1965 and
chairman of the U.S.
Commission on Mathematics
Instruction in 1971. In addition
he has authored a number of
books in topology and has
served as editor of several
leading mathematics journals
including "Pure and Applied
Algebra," and "Topics in
Modern Topology."
Sponsored by the
Mathematical Association of
America, the public is invited to
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THE GLASS ROOSTER
An old house with two
floors containing antiques,
unique gifts, tule painting,
books, etc.
BUY—SELL—TRADE

The "plain brown
wrapper" had the
return address
on it.
You owe yourself an Oly.

OPEN MONDAY - FRIDAY
11:00 - 5:00 & SUNDAY
12:00 4:00....ONLY THREE
BLOCKS FROM THE CAMPUS
ON 2709 6TH AVE.
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Olympia Brewing Company, Olympia, Washington •OLY•
All Olympia empties are recyclable
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EXECUTIVE CANDIDATES FOR
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GEORGE GRIMES, President

MICHAEL WIESMANN, Executive Vice President

While the President and
Business Vice President
spend a great deal of time
working with financial,
trustee and administrative
relations, the EXECUTIVE
VICE PRESIDENT works
almost entirely with the
various ASUPS committees
and organizations. He is also

responsible for general
correspondence to living
groups about the goings-on
in Senate, the general
ASUPS information
concerning services-recycling, legal advising,
etc. The key word most
applicable in description of
this responsibility is

JOHN HATCHER, Executive Vice President

The purpose and
principal concern of any
individual seeking or
holding an elective office
should be to devote his
time, efforts, and
capabilities to representing
the interests of those whom
he desires to maintain office
SIX

for. It is because of this, or
perhaps the lack of it in
past and present ASUPS
administrations, that I am
seeking election to the
office of ASUPS Executive
Vice President.
This university exists for
the students and because of

It was my impression,
upon arriving at UPS, that
ASUPS was supposed to be
a governing body of, by and
for the students of this
university. In viewing the
past three administrations it
has been • my impression
that once an executive
officer has been elected, he
almost immediately loses
contact with a substantial
portion of the student
body. The ASUPS president
is the student representative
to the faculty and the
Administration. It seems to
me that if the president
loses contact with the
students, he cannot be an
effective student

CORRESPONDENCE!
This of course is not to
say that the Vice President
does not take part in
financial, trustee and
administrative relations, but
is to imply rather that HE
must possess those qualities
necessary to keep the
various lines of
communication open for
the perpetuation of
CORRESPONDENCE
between the various groups,
organizations and the ASB.
In simple brevity, this
entire problem of
correspondence can be
broken down into two
areas: working with people,
and working with policy.
My term as Senator has
been a great experience
working with people and
policy. I feel I'm qualified
to meet the needs of both
these two areas, and secure
the results of a better
University of Puget Sound.
Without reluctance,
then ... I ask for your vote.
MICHAEL J. WIESMANN

the students. And without
an effective student
government, the entire
aspect of a university
experience is greatly
diminished.
You the students now
have the opportunity to
make the choice of who
you wish to maintain your
A SUPS offices for the
coming year. You can cast
your vote to maintain the
way things have been
handled or you can choose
to elect individuals who
aren't afraid to take a stand
for all of the students on
matters they are concerned
with.
I do not stand and work
only for a purportly
prestigous private interest
group as many people in the
past have. I wish to work
for the entire student body
and only with eacl
individual's vote can I dc
so.
It is time to make thi;
campus our campus. You]
vote is all it takes.
JOHN P. HATCHER
PUGET SOUND TRAIL

representative.
Another issue that
irritates me is the apathy
that is so prevalent on this
campus. The students have
made their feelings about
student government quite
clear by the low voter
turnout and by the
percentage of students who
actively try to become
involved in student
government. Yet while
many have tried to place
the blame on the student
body, I feel the fault lies
with the student leaders. If
we have a dynamic student
body president, one who is
willing to work for the
students and not to satisfy

his own needs, then student
government might come to
mean something to more
than the small minority
who are presently involved.
Because of limited space
I don't feel that I can
adequately express my
beliefs and concerns about
such issues as budgetary
reform, appointment
procedures, and other
specific functions of
student government. If you
were unable to attend the
candidate's forum, please
call me at 4255.

GEORGE GRIMES

NO,

I

LYLE GELBACH, President

The office of ASUPS
President deals with many
issues involving this campus
and you. The person who
serves you as your president
should have a working
background and knowledge
of the ASUPS and this
university. He must have an
awareness of the needs of
the student body and be
willing to work for you in
that capacity. His decisions
should reflect communication and a
representation of your ideas
and interests, but at the
same time show an insight
and experience in those
areas. In short your
executive must have
innovative ideas, teamed
with the necessary
background and experience
to serve you best.
As your president I
would seek to increase the
student involvement in the
decision making process.
Specifically in the area of
activities. I seek to increase
the number involved in
decisions made, in the
programing areas from just
a few people to a
committee for each specific
area. By doing this the
variety of programs will
increase and the problem of
continuity and training will
also be confronted. This
means higher quality
programing for you the
student, and a better use of

your monies.
As for the programing of
activities, I will seek an
expansion of our present
endeavors to include a
greater variety of programs.
An example would be that
of regular programing in
Cellar Ten and more
emphasis placed on the
cultural aspects of
entertainment.
I would also seek a more
prudent use of student
funds, a consolidation of
many governmental
committees, as well as the
publication of a useful
student service handbook.
I expect to be an active,
dynamic voice for the
students. The Associated
Student Body is entering a
very critical period of time
in trying to meet your
needs. Only someone with
experience, willing to serve
you, should earn your vote.
I have proven my
willingness to work for you
before; on the Housing
Committee, on the Student
Senate, as Chairman of the
Artists and Lectures
Program and Chairman of
the Student Board of
Communications, and now I
ask the opportunity to use
my experience to serve you
as your ASUPS President.

•
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JIM CHALFANT, Business Vice President

Business Vice President is
one of three executive
officers that essentially run
the ASUPS. The three
executive officers bring a
large part of the legislative
issues to the Senate for
debate and subsequent
approval or denial, but,
more importantly, these
three officers play an
essential part in most of the
activities that happen on
campus. It is in the latter
capacity that the Business
Vice President can play a
major role, both in the
allocation of funds, as well
as in the stimulation of a
student government that
might be more
activities-oriented rather
than politically so.
Dealing more particularly
with the actual function of
the Business Vice President,
I see some basic
modifications that should
be implemented. During the
last three administrations
the Business Vice Presidents

have spent much of their
time keeping the books
straight. This office whould
not have to take on this
time-consuming burden. Its
function should deal more
directly with the
management of funds
allocated to the various
student groups and
programs. In this
management the Business
Vice President would not
lose touch with the flow of
funds in and out of the
ASUPS, but would be using
the information in the
books (rather than
compilling it) in order to
make sure that the funds
allocated are being used for
their original intent and in
doing so will help to insure
that the students' ASUPS
fees are used to their full
capacity.
Bearing these thoughts in
mind, I solicit your vote on
March 10 and 11.

For the past year and a

BECKY WHITE, Business Vice President
looking through an old
now for changes to happen.
yearbook: 1 saw a
I'm determined to be part
vice-president in charge of
of it somehow and feel that
concerts alone, the Guess
this position is one which
Who, Sha Na Na, etc.
could make a lot of
Presently, people are
difference.
apprehensive and
If you have any ideas or
conservative about concerts.
questions, feel free to
But we have a great
contact me anytime at 4440
activities director who
or the ASB office (3273)
knows what's going wrong
afternoons. I'm always
and how to do things right.
willing to listen.
Everyone I've talked to is
Thank you eversomuch
really excited about the
for your time and support.
coming year. The
momentum is gathering
BECKY WHITE

JIM CHALFANT

TERRY MCKELLAR, Senate

My name is Terry
M c Kellar _ and I am a
>write-in candidate for the
Student Senate. I'm from
Hawaii and a sophomore
here at UPS.

It is said that in order to
lead, one must serve. In my
past year in the Student
Senate I have tried to do
just that—serve—in all the
ways I could.
I am now running for
Business Vice President. If
elected I will try my best to
again serve you. I have
financial experience behind
me as I was the only
Senator to serve as Finance
Chairperson. I ran the
budget hearings last spring
and have worked with the
organizations that the
Business V.P. deals with. I
know how things could
work better next year,
especially in the area of
planning. This year $10,000
may not be spent. Having
firm commitments and
dates from groups prior to
allocation could alleviate
this problem.
But the business aspect
isn't the only one. Activities
are very important. This
year ASB got really
involved in activities and
next year ASB will be
activities. This is what I'd
like to emphasize. So much
can be done! I recall

half I've been the
Advertising Secretary for
the Student Activities
Committee. I've also been a
disc jockey for KUPS and
have served on the Advisory
Board which coordinates all
ASUPS activities.

I've enjoyed being
involved in the past and I
feel I'm qualified to
continue serving here at
UPS.
I realize I'm the only
woman running for Senate
and I definitely believe I
can offer a different
perspective on issues that
will arise.
Important issues that
merit attention include: the
-FM transition of KUPS;
activities—especially
concerts and the allocation
of student funds.
I will always do my best
to present the voice of
students. I would truly
appreciate your support.
Remember write-in Terry
McKellar for ASUPS
Senator. If you have any
questions that you want to
ask me, feel free to call me
at ext. 4651.
TERRY McKELLAR

minature roses
reg $3.98
now $2.89

Castle Furniture
Imported tapestries, 4' x 6' starting at $19.95
WATERBEDS
INDOOR PLANTS

RECORDS: Elton John, Average White Band,
Three Dog Night, Steppenwolf, and more
at $2.99, tapes — $3.99.
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JUNIOR LEAGUE SECOND CLOSET
951 Market st.
MA7-4850
Mon. — Fri.
10a.m. — 3p.m.
Quality—Pre-owned merchandise at bargain prices!
CH 7, 1975

You help more
The

Castle Furniture:

2714 6th Ave.

ph: 572 - 5632

Open Mon — Fri 10 - 8 Sat 10- 6 Sun 12 - 6

United WAY
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T he Matchmaker'-a jubilant
farce- to open in Seattle
Vandergeider, and who manages,
through a side-splitting series of
comic situations, to eliminate all
competition for the gentleman's
hand. Despite its hilarity, "The
Matchmaker," like "The Skin of
Our Teeth," Wilder's comedy
produced, by the Rep last season,
offers many tender moments
and makes pertinent comments
on good and evil through
Wilder's use of the soliloquy
addressed directly to the
audience.

SEATTLE—"The
Matchmaker," the merry,
boisterous comedy by noted
playwright, Thornton Wilder,
and upon which the famous
musical, "Hello Dolly," was
based, opens March 5 at the
Seattle Center Playhouse. This is
the final production of the
Seattle Repertory Theatre's
main season and will run
through March 27.
"The Matchmaker" scored a
huge success when it opened in
New York in 1935, running for
nearly two years, and was made
into a Paramount film before
Carol Channing came along in
the musical version and broke all
existing box office records.
Set in the early 1900's, "The
Matchmaker" is a jubilant farce
about love and marriage—the
total desirability of that blissful
state as perceived by the
indomitable Dolly Levi. Dolly is
a marriage broker whose client is
a wealthy widower, Horace

Following its regular run of
24 performances and two
Student Previews, the complete
production will tour four major
"hub city" areas throughout the
State, a tour made possible
through partial funding by the
Washington State Arts
Commission, the National
Endowment for the Arts, the
Washington State Cultural
Enrichment Program, and local
sponsors in Bellingham,
Vancouver, Yakima and
Tri-Cities.

Kristofferson tickets
are now on sale here
The multi-talented KRIS
KRISTOFFERSON brings his
interpretive country-rock music
to the Seattle Arena for a
concert Tuesday, March 25 at
8:30 P.M.
Joining Kristofferson in
concert is his talented wife
RITA COOLIDGE. A former
studio vocalist for Eric Clapton,
Stephen Stills and Joe Cocker,
COOLIDGE has an excellent
reputation of her own.
Singer-musician Billy Swan, who
had a smash hit with "I Can
Help" a few months ago, is also
on the bill.
A former Rhodes scholar and

Ballerina gives
dance lesson
Maria Talichief, universally
known as America's first great
classical ballerina, will be the
special guest of Pacific
Northwest Dance on March 21
and 22 when she will conduct
master classes for the company.
The master class on Saturday,
March 22 at 10 a.m. is open to
all advanced ballet students at a
cost of $7.50 each, and will be
held at Pacific Northwest
Dance's studios at the Home of
the Good Shepherd, 4649
Sunnyside Ave. No.. Payments
for the class must be received in
advance. Interested dancers may
call 447-4751 for registration.

Army officier, , poet-singer
KRISTOFFERSON has written
and recorded such popular
standards as "Sunday Mornin'
Comin' Down," "Help MeMake
It Through The Night," "For the
Good Times" and "Lovin' You
Was Easier." A promising actor,
he has starred in movies like
"Pat Garrett and Billy the Kid,"
"Blume in Love" and with Ellen
Burstyn in "Alice Doesn't Live
Here___Anymore."
Tickets for the concert, a
KING Radio and Northwest
Releasing event, are on sale at
the Bon Marche and suburban
outlets...

Smith collection on display

A special class for Pacific
Northwest Dance's Scholarship
Students only will be conducted
by Tallchief on Friday
afternoon, March 21.
This is a preliminary visit by
Ms. Tallchief to Seattle.
Arrangements are being made
for the famed ballerina's later
axtended residency in Seattle
with Pacific Northwest Dance's
Professional Training Profirnm

The Seattle Art
Museum takes great pride in
joining the Smith College Club
of Seattle in celebrating the
college's Centennial year by
co-hosting their Centennial
exhibition, "The Smith Family
Collects. " The exhibition will
be on view at the Seattle Art
Museum in Volunteer Park from
March 19 through May 4.
Admission is free to the public.
When Smith College opened
one hundred years ago, one of
its first goals was to acquire an
art collection for the enrichment
of its students. Today it is one
of the finest museum collections
in the country.
It is in keeping with this
tradition that Seattle's Smith
College Club is. celebrating its

centennial year by sharing items
from the private collections of
Smith alumnae families in the
Northwest with the community.
Additionally, there will be a
number of loan items on view
from the Smith College Museum
of Art, Northampton,
Massachusetts.
Encompassing the variety of
art work collected by Smith
College's Northwest alumnae,
the media in the exhibition
include painting, ceramics,
sculpture, prints,drawings, silver
and porcelain. Periods in the
exhibition vary from
Pre-Columbian to contemporary,
with emphasis on Early
American painting and silver,
European porcelain, 18th
century European and American
paintings and drawings.

Carla Crowley, as Miss Wilchick and Chuck Richardson, as
Officer Avonzino in "Infancy", by Thornton Wilder.

Students to direct
four one-act plays
University of Puget Sound's
Inside Theatre will present four
student directed one-act plays,
Wednesday-Saturday, March
12-15, at 8 p.m. in Jones Hall.
"How He Lied to Her
Husband," by George Bernard
Shaw, and "The Hanging of
Abner Martin," by Gordon
Howard, will be performed
under the direction of UPS
seniors Katie Johnson and Ken

Seattle gains unique theatre
Seattle,- The Seattle
Repertory Theatre inaugurates
an ambitious new project - and
the city gains a unique new
theatre - when THE 2ND
STAGE opens on March 11.
Located in downtown
Seattle, on 8th Avenue between
Pike and Union, THE 2ND
STAGE will be housed in the old

Campus films presents:

Paul Newman's directorial masterpiece
by John Black
On Friday, March 7, and Saturday, March 8, Campus Films is
presenting Paul Newman's brilliant 1973 directorial masterpiece "The
Effect of Gamma Rays on Man-in-the-Moon Marigolds." It begins at 7
& 9 p.m. in Mc006.
"The Effect of Gamma Rays on Man-in-the-Moon Marigolds"
is based on Paul Zindel's Pulitzer-winning play. The focus is on an
aging woman and her two adolescent daughters, both of whom are
tragically affected by their domineering mother.
Newman does not appear in the film. But his direction of it is
positively electrifying. Those who felt that he exhibited talent by
directing "Rachel, Rachel" will see in this film that his skill behind
the cameras approaches genius.
Joanne Woodward magnetically portrays the self-centered
woman who manipulates her personal insecurities in creating a life of
unhappiness for her daughters. Woodward dramatically conveys a
sense of bitterness and repression concerning the way she has been
treated throughout her life.
The supporting acting performances are equally well
maintained by Newman. Nell Potts, the real-life daughter of Newman
and Woodward, plays the youngest daughter Matilda whose school
science project involves gamma rays and man-in-the-Moon marigolds.
Roberta Wallach,the daughter of actor Eli Wallach, enacts Ruth, the
older sister who is mentally ill. And Judith Lowry portrays an aged
woman named Nana. In one sequence, Lowry looks straight at the
camera with an expression in her eyes that could melt rock.
The play's magnificence is perfectly translated to the screen
by Newman. Adding many outdoor portions which actually aid the
effectiveness, he nevertheless maintains the focus on personal,
introspective drama. The two girls' defense mechanisms to keep

film is as emotionally devastating as "Johnny Got His Gun," but in a
subtler, more implied manner.
Faul NeWman employs almost no cinematic tricks or devices
to display the various character relationships. He prefers to capture
human life so realistically, in so nakedly true a manner that his work
does not even seem to be a flimed depiction. Newman demonstrates
almost total mastery of the medium. This film implies that, aside from
being an extremely popular actor, he may well be our greatest living
American director
"The Effect of Gamma Rays on Man-in-the-Moon Marigolds"
is enough to make one furious at so-called award ceremonies such as

Hollywood's Oscars. If the Oscars were actually given to films on the
basis of artistic merit, this film would be widely-known. This showing
at UPS is probably the last time it will ever appear in Tacoma. Paul
Newman's masterpiece is a must-see for anyone who is inerested in the
human condition.
On Tuesday, March 11, Campus Films will present the 1967 rock music fantasy-drama "Privilege." It will play at 7 & 9 pm in
Mc006.
"Priviledge" centers on an incrediably popular British rock
singer whose appeal is based on delirious concerts spiced with
sadomasochism and living theatre.
Sensing the potential power of his popularity, the
government uses the singer as a figurehead for a religious revival
designed to castrate disaffected youth.

HUS—KEE
HEALTH FOODS

Waln, Wednesday and Friday,
March 12, 14.
On Thursday and Saturday,
March 13, 15, UPS seniors
Roberta Blair and Dianne
Winslow will direct "The
Lesson," by Eugene Inoesco,
and "Infancy," by Thornton
Wilder.
General admission is 50 cents
and tickets may be purchased at
the door between 7:30-8 p.m.

Town & Country Club building,
which has undergone a complete
refurbishing including
construction of a playing area
totally new in concept and
design. With a seating capacity
of 350, THE 2ND STAGE will
be an intimate theatre, inviting
audience involvement in the
often provocative and always
lively action on stage.
This first season opens on
March 11 with the American
premiere of Max Frisch's witty
masterpiece, "Biography - A
Game," which will run through
March 23. Frisch, considered
one of the outstanding literary
figures in Europe, is an
experimenter, and "Biography"
is an ironic and surprising play in
which the principle character is
given a chance to re-live his life.
The outcome, his choice... or is
it?
Performances of "Biography"
(March 11 through March 23) will
be Tuesdays through Fridays at
8:00 pm. Saturday matinees at
2:30 pm and Saturday, evenings
at 8:30 pm. Sundays at 7:00
pm.
Season tickets are still
available through the
Subscription Department at the
Repertory Theatre. Tickets to
individual productions will be
$4.00 or $3.00. THE 2ND
STAGE will also offer a Student
Stand-by Club with ' last minute
rush' prices of $2.00 ten minutes
before curtain time on
presentation of student I.D.

Bob's Totum Market
corner of 6th & Proctor

5738 North 26th

themselves from being overexposed to their mother's influence(like

the gamma rays on the marigolds) are subtly but cryptically
delineated.
"The Effect of Gamm Rays on Man-in-the-Moon Marigolds"
never succumbs to the flamboyuant level of soap operas. There is
much pathos and tragedy, but it is all buried underneath the surface
character relationships. There are also some surprise flashes of humor,
which strongly underline the theme of bitter human resentment. The
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Safety budget falls short of
Magnuson's expectations

-.UPS PROGRAM SCHEDULE
For Spring 1975
MONDAY
2-5 John Erdman
5-8 Bill Lemaster
8-11 Lloyd Omori
11-2 Boogie Man
Skip Strickland
TUESDAY
2-5 Steven Pohl
5-8 Betsy Davenport
8-10 Rich Hoffman
10-11 "Master Control"
11-2 Michael Dodson
WEDNESDAY
11-2 Tom Lundeen
2-5 Barry Brush
5-9 Ted Burns
9-9:30 "People with Mike George"
9:30-11 Ted Burns
11-2 Mark French
THURSDAY
2-3 "The Luthern Hour"
3.5 Tom McCarter
5.8 Ann Rose
8-11 Molly Miller
11-2 Bert Hintz
FRIDAY
2-4:30 Mark Hoffman
4:30-5 "People with Mike George"
5-8 Michael Esfeld
8-11 Krys Kestner
SATURDAY
11-2 Wierd Ron and Lurch
2-5 Trebor Sappen
5-8 Jeffrey Peter
Aloyshes Stone
8-11 Mary Ball

SUNDAY
11-2 Lemoine Stitt
2-2:30 Power Line
2:30-5 Jimmy Stewart
5-8 John McGraw with KUPS Master Works
8-11 Dave Hunter
11-2 Joe Hughes

Carrels will open
on drop-in basis

,fr

Library Director, Desmond
Taylor has announced that the
library will be open at 11:00
a.m. on Sundays starting March
9, and that the carrel study
room assignment policy has been
established.
The assignment of carrel
study rooms to students is
determined by each academic
department and school. They in
turn inform the library so that
an assignment can be made.
Carrel room assignments can be
made for periods as long as one
school term at a time but no
longer. No more than 50
percent of the carrel rooms can
be assigned at any one time. The
rest are to be kept available on a
drop-in basis for all the other

students who wish to navt
opportunity to use this type of
study facility.
Since there are 23
departments and schools with
each one assigned at least one
carrel, it is obvious that there
will never be enough carrel study
rooms for the demand (there are
only 54 available). But, now
there are at least some available
where previously there were
none. Therefore, if you wish to
be considered for an assigned
carrel study room please contact
your major department or
school about their allocation.
Carrels that are unassigned
are to be available for any
student to use whenever they are
unoccupied by another student.

WASHINGTON—Senator
Warren G. Magnuson (D.-Wash.),
chairman of the Senate
Commerce Committee, said
today he was "extremely
disappointed" with the
Administration's budget
projections for the Consumer
Product Safety Commission.
Magnuson said the Ford
A d min i s tration's fiscal year
1976 budget recommendation
for the Commission is "sadly in
line with the attitude the
President has already
demonstrated with his proposal
that Congress rescind $1.7
million from the Commission's
budget for the current year.
"Fortunately, the Senate
Appropriations Committee
agrees with our view that the
proposed rescission is
unjustifiable," said Magnuson.
"On Tuesday, we voted to
oppose that rescission should the
House of Representatives
approve it and thus force the
Senate to take it up."
Since a rescission must be
approved by both the House and
the Senate, Magnuson said the
Senate Appropriations
Committee action "all but
assures that the Congress will
never permit the President to cut
the Commission's budget this
year by $1.7 million as he has
proposed."
Magnuson's comments came
today at the end of three days of
comprehensive hearings by the
Senate Commerce Committee on
the Commission's activities.
In a letter to James T. Lynn,
director of the Office of
Management and Budget (OMB),
Senators Magnuson and Frank E.
Moss (D.-Utah), chairman of the
Senate Commerce
Subcommittee on Consumers,
said today that "20 million
Americans are injured each year

in the home as a result of
incidents connected with
consumer products" and that
"the annual cost to the nation of
such injuries may exceed $5.5
billion."
"When Congress enacted the
legislation creating the
Consumer Product Safety
Commission, we envisioned a
vigorous and highly visible
federal effort to combat
product-related injuries," said
Magnuson.
"Given this background and
the dimension of the job that
needed to be done, Congress
provided the Commission with a
comprehensive and versatile
statute—the Consumer Product
Safety Act," Magnuson
continued. "Congress also
assigned to the Commission the
responsibility for implementing
the Flammable Fabrics Act, the
Federal Hazardous Substances
Act—including the Toy Safety
Act—and the Poison Prevention
Packaging Act.
"Congress has done . its
part," Magnuson said. "TA is now
up to the Commission to comply
with the mandate of those Acts
and for the Administration to
provide the Commission with
the necessary resources."
Magnuson said he was
"dismayed" by the projected
budget allowances for the
Consumer Product Safety
Commission outlined in a
February 3, 1975, letter from
OMB Deputy Director Paul H'
O'Neill to Commission Chairman
Richard 0. Simpson.
"This letter indicates that the
President expects the
Commission to develop detailed
plans to operate the Commission
at a $37 million level through
the end of this decade," said
Magnuson.

Kim schedules

on
Korea

colloquium
Japan,
University of Puget Sound's undergraduate art
students are exhibiting a collection of paintings, drawings,
prints, and ceramics at Kittredge Art Gallery, which began
Wednesday, March 5.
The public - is invited to attend this
complimentary showing which runs through Mardh 21.
Kittredge Gallery hours are 9 a.m.-4 p.m.,
Monday-Friday, and 1-4 p.m. on Sunday.

loolltrom■sirlito".0 ■409%,~1■01140011%.0ftso
Students wishing to renew or apply for financial
assistance for the 1975-76 academic year must complete
the Parent's Confidential Statement or Student Financial
Statement and submit it directly to the College
Scholarship Service for processing before April 1, 1975.
All forms may be obtained from the Office of Financial
Aids, Jones Hall, Room 108.
Students submitting applications after the due date
will only be considered for assistance when and if
additional funds become available.

01%,0%.00%.0%101%.00%.00%aa
Steve Pohlman, a candidate
for 2 senate positions in the
upcoming Spring elections has
announced that he will be
dropping out of the 6-month
Senatorial race. He will still be
running for a one year Senate
position.

%.411044.01414.01%/1%.1.141.00.1.4101

Professor Jai-hyup Kim of the
UPS Department of Political
Science will conduct an informal
colloquium relating to his
current research on militarism
and politics in Japan and Korea,
on Monday, March 10, at 12:00
p. m. It will be held in the Chi
Omega room (2) of the SUB
basement.
Entitled, "Military Politics in
Japan in the 1930s and 1940s",
the colloquium will be open to
all members of the UPS
community. Those in attendance
are welcome to bring lunches
along.

WHAT'S
UPS ?
DIAL [75E] 3316
PRE-RECORDED ACTIVITIES LINE

=1■411111■

CLASSIFIED ADS

WOODSY OWL
SAYS:
DON'T BE A
DIRTY BIRD!

HELP
CLEAR UP
WATER
POLLUTION.

"The OMB allowance for
1976 represents a level of
funding 24 percent less than that
requested by the Commission,"
Magnuson continued. "These
projections reflect the
Administration's intention that
this be a no-growth endeavor for
the next five years.
"This policy will have an
almost ruinous effect on what
promises to be a highly effective
check on dangerous products in
the marketplace," Magnuson
said.
"Every other federal
regulatory agency has been given
additional funds for fiscal year
1976," said Magnuson. "Why
this agency, which is responsible
for insuring the safety of over
10,000 consumer products, has
been given such a skimpy budget
is a mystery to me."
Magnuson called on Lynn to
provide "a detailed accounting
of how the Office of
Management and Budget arrived
at these budget projections" so
that the Commerce Committee •
would have a "basis upon which
to propose autho.rizations of
appropriations for the
Commission.
"I will work vigorously in the
Congress to insure adequate
funding for this important
agency," Magnuson said. "While
this is certainly a time for
budgetary restraint, we cannot
afford to sacrifice the public
health and safety.."

The
Church of Conservation
Invites You To Be An
ORDAINED MINISTER
And Acquire The Rank
DOCTOR
OF NATUREPEDICS

Our fast growing church is actively seeking environment-concious new ministers who believe
what we believe: Man should ex.
ist in harmony with nature. We
are a non-structured faith, undenominational, with no traditional
doctrine or dogma. Benefits for
ministers are:
Car Emblem and Pocket
I.D.
Reduced rates from many
hotels, motels, restaurants,
car rental agencies, etc.
Our directory lists over
1,000 prestige establishments extending on automatic cash discount.
Perform marriages, baptisms, funerals and all other
ministerial functions.
Start your own church and
apply for exemption from
property and other taxes.
Enclose a free-will donation for
the minister's credentials and pocket license. Your ordination is
recognized in all 50 states and
most foreign countries. Church
of Conservation, Box 375, Mary
Esther, Florida 32569.

Tune - ups for less

Erick's VW Tune-up

CAR FOR SALE

1962 CHEVROLET automatic
station wagon. Mechanically
Excellent.
$299
756-4179

XING'S KLOSET
DISTINCTIVE ,MEN'S CLOTHING
1314 East 72 nd Street
Tacoma , Washington 98404
Phone 531 - 3171

_
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6 cylinders - $27.00
4 cylinders - $24.75

BOOKS FOR SALE

Great Books for sale.
Complete set $200.00. Call Jim
after 6P.M. 588-7952

8 cylinders - $31.00

Featuring: Day's Slacks, Brentwood Sweaters,
Wrangler Jeans, Career Club Shirts, Pacific
Trail Jackets, Jockey Underwear.

PUGET SOUND TRAIL

We service most cars by appointment
Ph. 584 — 34714
NINE

LOGGERS WIN BERTH TO REGIONALS
by Matt McCully
With less than a minute to
play in the University of Puget
Sound's season finale with
Seattle Pacific College, Athletic
Director Doug MacArthur
announced that the Loggers had
been chosen to participate in the
Western Regionals of the NCAA
Division 2 at Irvine, California.
The an nouncement came
after UPS had won its last six
games, and were in the midst of
winning their seventh straight.

It was quite a comeback for
the young Loggers, who at one
point in the season had dropped
four games in a row, and sported
a measley 5-7 win-loss record.
The latter two of those losses
came at the hands of California
Irvine and California Riverside,
in two of the worst
performances of a Logger team
in recent history. Following
that unproductive road trip,
things began to happen for the
team. They returned home, and
won their next 5 games,
defeating three solid ball clubs in

George Fox, the U. of Portland,
and Great Falls of Montana.
The Loggers then traveled to
Portland, and reverted back to
their earlyseason type of play,
and came up on the short end of
two contests, the latter a solid
thrashing dealt them by Portland
State U. This dropped the season
count to 10 wins and 9 losses,
and practically eliminated them
from any post-season
competition.
Then things really began to
gel, as the Loggers finally began
to play as they knew they could.

Senior guard Wes Tanac was
re-inserted into the starting
line-up, and freshman forwards
Tim Evans and Rick Walker
began to take charge on the
court. Curt Peterson and
Tommy Williams continued their
fine play, and the Logger cagers
were unbeatable from there on
out.
They reeled off 7 point wins
over rivals Pacific Lutheran and
Seattle Pacific, and followed
with impressive victories over St.
Martins and Western
Washington, setting the stage for

'Colleen' the shots

Wrestlers and swimmers unsung heroes
by Colleen McKay
How many people at UPS
know that there is a wrestler at
NCAA Nationals this weekend?
How many people know about
the swimmers preparing for
competition at the NCAA
Nationals in two weeks? Think
back to last fall—how many
people knew that the cross
country team went to Nationals
and placed in the top twenty?
And how many people knew the
basketball team is in the midst
of Regional competition this
weekend?
I would guess that more of
you are aware of the basketball
team's activities.
A "pep rally" was requested
by President Phibbs as a send-off
for the basketball team on their

way to Regionals. But—What
was done for Eric Davis before
he left on Wednesday with his
coach to wrestle (at Nationals,
not just Regionals)? Is anything
being planned for the swimmers'
benefit?
You can answer that
wrestling and swimming are
"minor" sports. They don't have
to be though. Wrestling seems to
be a bit more minor here at UPS
so that's where my concern is
this week.
Six UPS wrestlers met NCAA
standards, which means winning
50% of their matches in
dual-meets. The UPS Athletic
Board set up stiffer standards
which are to place among the
top three at the Pacific
University Tournament, among

the top six in the Portland State
Tournament, and win 70% of
their dual-meet matches. Coach
Del Rossberg felt that 60% was
high enough.
The Athletic Board
nominated four wrestlers but the
nominations had to be approved
by a board consisting of Vice
President Smith, Dr. Herbert,
and Doug MacArthur and then
sent on to President Phibbs. One
wrestler was finally approved for
full school support.
UPS is being represented on
the national level by one
wrestler. More than one
swimmer is going to nationals?
They only had to meet
qualifying time once during the
season, too. The wrestlers had to
take into account their whole
season. More than one basketball

JV cagers bow to SPC
The UPS JV basketball team
closed out its regular season last
Wednesday with a 70-63 loss to
the Seattle Pacific Falcons.
The Loggers were plagued by
a cold shooting night, and the
Falcons took advantage of the
offensive lapse, and jumped on
top early. UPS, who shot only
39% from the field in the first
half, went into intermission
trailing 40-32.
Things got worse in the
second half, as the Loggers could
not manage to find the range.
The Falcons lead grew to as
much as 16 points, with less
than six minutes to play, when
UPS finally got hot.

Forward Brian Steberl led a
Logger comeback which brought
the green and gold back within
one point. He hit four straight
buckets, and grabbed a couple of
key rebounds to even up the
fray.
But the Falcons managed to
stave off the challenge, hitting
on several last-minute free
throws, accounting for the
7-point victory.
Steberl finished the night
with 16 points, high for the
Loggers, while Pat Tobin and
Paul Robinson each added 10.
The loss evened the Loggers'
season count to 9 wins and 9
losses. Steve Freimuth, who saw

action with the Varsity also, led
the Loggers in scoring with a
15.1 average, and in rebounding.
Danny Bessett was the Loggers'
second leading point maker,
before he hurt his ankle mid-way
through the season, and still
managed to score in double
figures, averaging 10.0 points per
game. Guard Jaxon Morris
scored extremely well late in the
season, averaging close to 20
points a contest through the last
7 games, and was largely
responsible for the team's
success during that span.

Aliis, Phi Delts upset 'A' Division

player is

being flown to
Regionals. Of course the whole
team has to go but the wrestlers
are part of a team too.
Consider this. Seattle Pacific
College,whom the UPS wrestlers
defeated 21-19 in dual-meet
competition, is sending five
wrestlers.
What kind of initiative is
there in working all season for a
berth at Nationals, qualifying
and then being denied the school
support in order to go?
How can a coach build up a
program a nd recruit team
members if his team cannot get
any type of recognition—not just
national but local?
Wrestling doesn't have to be
minor at UPS. Especially as was
illustrated at the AAA
Highschool Wrestling
Tournament last week—four to
five thousand spectators
attended the high school event.
Most of those spectators were
Seattle-Tacoma area people.
There ' is no reason why they
wouldn't attend college
wrestling competition, too.
It's time that we release
ourselves from our
preoccupation with basketball
and football and get into the
excitement of the "minor"
sport. Other areas of the country
have.

a rematch with the Portland
State Vikings.
Unlike the first meeting
between the two schools, the
Loggers could do no wrong. The
Vikings' press, which was so
instrumental in the Portlanders
easy 97-87 triumph earlier, was
uneffective against the
much-improved Loggers, and the
green and gold ran off an 87-69
victory over the highly rated
Vikings.
The Loggers closed out the
season just as impressively, with
a 28 point victory over St.
Martins, and last Wednesday's
82-63 season ending triumph of
Seattle Pacific.
It was indeed a remarkable
comeback for the young team,
with only two seniors on the
entire squad.
The Loggers left yesterday
morning for the tournmanet in
Irvine, just south of Los Angeles.
The tournament gets underway
tonight, with California Davis
(14-11) meeting the top seeded
team in the tournament
California Riverside (17-8) at 7.
The Loggers will face California
Irvine (17-9), the host team in
the tournament, in the 9 p.m.
fray. UPS enters the tournament
with a season mark of 17 wins
and 9 losses.
The winners will meet
tomorrow night to decide the
Regional Championship, with
the winner traveling over to
Evansville, Indiana next week
for the National Championships.

•
The UPS soccer club has
Another home game this
weekend. They host the Golden
Grain Soccer Club from Seattle
at 1 p.m. Sunday. The game will
be played on the lower athletic
field (mud permitting) or else at
Stanley Park.
Everyone should come
support the booters as they will
be battling for a win after their
5-0 loss to Bottoms No. 2 last
Saturday.

•

Co-ed volley al
teams to see action
Intramural coed volleyball has been organized for spring play.
Twelve teams have been divided into two leagues with the top two
teams from each league going to the playoffs.
The teams consist of three males and three females positioned
alternately on the court. When the ball is played by more than one
player, a female must make at least one of the hits.
All games are played in the Women's Gym from 8:30 to
10:00 in the evening. Each team must provide its own scorekeeper
also. The leagues are as follows: League I) Tenzler I, Regester II,
Stucco, Lance's Team, Law School, Alpha Phi. League II) Tenzler II,
Regester I, Licorice Whips, Namaste Kids, Allen's Team, Turtle Eggs.

40,
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SCHEDULE

As round two of the Men's
Intramural Basketball season
concluded last week, several key
games and upsets highlighted the
play.
Two big upsets occurred in
the A Division as the top two
finishers from the Winterim
tournament, the ZOO (nee
Faulkers) and Los Palverones,
were both defeated.
Led by Frank Johnson's and
Larry Janowitz's ,second half
shooting, the Aliis overcame a 7
point half-time deficit to defeat
the ZOO 57-50.
Los Palverones were simply

Mad Dogs and YOST MFG Co.
They both succeeded in scoring
the fewest points in an
intramural game in recent
memory. YOST scored 10 in
their loss to the Sigma Nus while
Mad Dogs managed 9 in their
game with the Trojans.
At the other end of the scale,
Ward Smith held off the SAE B
team 41-39 and the Tomahawks
beat the Gooners 60-33 to
emerge as the teams to beat in
their respective conferences.
Only the conference winners
qualify for the playoffs in the B
Division.

overpowereu lay the rill Lieu s

A DIVISION

fast break offense. With most of
their shots coming as lay-ins,
three Phi Delt starters hit for
double figures in their 60-49
victory.
This year's playoff format in
the A Division finds only the
conference winners and the best
runner-up qualifying for playoff
berths. With only three games
remaining, no team can afford to
lose two games, so watch for
hard fought contests in the final
rounds
In the B Division, recognition
of some sort should go to the

TEN

Phi Delts 60—Los P 49
Alii 57—ZOO 50
SAE 69—Heltsley 42
Beta A 86—Music Majors 40
Laconia 64—Barneys AC 55 (OT)
Thayer's 57—Kappa Sigma 35
Capital Punishment 63—Cushmans 37
Hoopers 48—Muff Divers 45
Annex 61—Theta Chi 38

B DIVISION
Turtle Lags 35—Phi Delt B 29
Union St. 58—Midgets 18
Sigma Chi 58—Sigma Nu B 24
KAZI's—ROTC (ROTC forfeited)
SAE C 41—Beefaloes 38
Ward Smith 41—SAE B 39
Trojans 39—Mad Dogs 9
Sigma Nu A 59—YOST MFG 10
Tomahawks 60—Gooners 33
Alder St. 33—Safety/Security 21
NADS 40—Beta C 31

MONDAY, MARCH 10
8:30-9:15: Turtle Eggs v. Namaste Kids, Law School v. Alpha Phi
9:15-10:00: Regester I v. Licorice Whips
THURSDAY, MARCH 13
8 :30-9:15: Tenzler I v. Lance's Team, Regester II v. Stucco
9:15-10:00: Allen's Team v. Turtle Eggs

Your roommate
smoked your
tomato plant.

hair stylist

8725 S. Tacoma Way
Ph. 582 — 6212
a

You owe yourself an Oly.
4

4. eXime c)•,,f4Ajaesi Sat.
& Sun.
12:30 - 5:30

Week Days
11:30 - 5:30

3620 6th Ave. TACOMA

SK9 — 2999
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Olympia Brewing Company. Olympia. Washington •OLY'1i,
All Olympia empties are recyclable
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PUGET SOUND TRAIL
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Basketball scats impressive
A quick look at the
University of Puget Sound
Loggers basketball statistics give
evidence to the Loggers success
this year.
The Loggers ousted their
opponents in every category this
year. UPS hit an amazing 48% of
their field goal attempts, to 42%
for their opponents. From the
foul line, the Loggers were good
on 71.8% of their trys, while the
foes connected on 70.4%.
In rebounding, the Loggers
held the edge 1006 to 994, and
in the most important category,
points scored, UPS accounted
for 2053, a 79.0 average, while
opponents managed just 1778
off the Logger defense, 68.4 per
contest.
Individually , balance was the
key. Curt Peterson led the
Logger scoring parade with a
17.7 average, while Tim Evans
was close behind with 12.7 per
game, Rick Walker was adding
11.0 points, Fred Cain

contributed 10.5 per game, and
Tommy Williams was scoring 9.6
per contest.
Brant Gibler was the top
shooter for the team, hitting 54
of 82 field goal tires, for an
impressive 65.9%. Steve
Freimuth hit 58.8%, Curt
Peterson 54.4%, and A.T. Brown
53.8%, to lead the Loggers in
that category.
Wes Tanac led all free throw
shooters with an 88.2% accuracy
mark, followed by Tommy
Williams, who hit 79.5% of his
free throws, and Rick Walker,
Mark Wells, and Tim Evans, who
hit over 75% of their attempts.
Evans and Walker headed the
list of assist men, with 74 and 73
respectively. Williams was third
with 57.
Curt Peterson dominated the
boards for the Loggers, hauling
250 rebounds, while Rick
Walker grabbed 135 and Tim
Evans 129.
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Commentaria:

Parking policies inadequate
by Mike Goldfein
Try this one on. You drive to
school and, for one of many
unexplained reasons, you're late
to class. You drive like Parnelli
Jones from your house leaving
most of the rubber from your
tires in your driveway. You turn
onto Union Ave. and accelerate
to the speed of sound not
bothering to stop for hell,
h i gh w a ter, or police. (Not
necessarily in that order.) You
take a right on 11th a left on
Lawrence and proceed to bear
down on any available parking
space in sight.
Things look crowded around
the vicinity of the Student
Union Building, but you have
great faith that the Lord is with
you on this particular morning.
You offer a quick prayer to the
Saint In Charge of Parking.
Right after a few Amen's, you
spot one. You hit the accelerator
and leave the remainder of your
tires behind you. Just as you get
ready to pull in so do four other
cars that materialized from
nowhere. Immediately you
realize that your space has been
lost and you verbally let
everyone within seven miles
know it.
Finally, ten minutes late to
class and completely defeated,
you pull into Sutton Quad (in
front of Jones Hall), and place
your smoking auto beside a
foreboding red line that is
painted on the curb.
Knowing what might be in
store, but no longer caring, you
climb from your beaten vehicle
and sprint to class. Just as class
is about to end, you peer
daydreamily out the window,
only to see your car receive a
two-dollar love note from a
Safety and Security girl. By the
time you make it- down three
flights of stairs to your car the
girl who wrote the ticket is gone.
You are now angry and
indignant at the whole blooming
mess for you feel none of it is
your fault. You take the ticket,
throw it in your glove
compartment, and tell it to stay
there till it rots! You have
decided not to pay it!
Like most things these days,
the two-dollar love note does
not remain stable, for it inflates.
Within two weeks it has raised itself in status by 250% and you
now have a five-dollar love note.
If you are like most, you
probably don't even realize that
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you have made this kind of
investment. Don't worry,
however, for your trusty local
financial wizard in the
treasurer's office knows, and she
has dutifully recorded this
inflationary trend on your
university account.
But you have lost and you
know it. The towel gets thrown
in along with a five spot!
Nagging you through this
whole episode is the knowledge
that faculty, administrators, and
staff somehow manage to avoid
paying Safety and Security love
notes, yet you know they
receive them in ever growing
abundance.
Your anger is fired as you
learn that one professor,
possibly from the Business.
Department, has been parking
illegally since September and has
received love notes regularly,

only to ignore them (obviously
he isn't in love!). He ignores
them because he knows nothing
will be done, and this makes
your hurt sting even more.
The real hurt comes when
you learn that there are around
185 Traffic Citations issued by
Safety and Security to paid
employees of the university that
have not been paid (almost
$1,000 worth!) Your tongue
hangs out, your heart burns and
your head begins to ache, as you
ponder why Safety and Security
cannot enforce citations issued
to administrators, faculty, and
staff. You wonder who is at
fault and you wonder why.
But there is one bright spot!
As you pay your five-dollar love
note, just remember that there
are some who don't understand
what a wonderful investment
you have made—or do they?

Predental Students:

women cagers
place in tournament
Tacoma is the home of the
championship and fourth place
NCWSA 13' basketball (women's
basketball) teams.
The UPS and PLU women's
basketball teams traveled
together to Nampa, Idaho to
play in the single elimination
NCWSA 'B' Basketball
Tournament last weekend.
UPS defeated Whitworth and
PLU defeated College of Idaho
in their first games. Thus, their
second games were a match-up
of the two crosstown rivals. PLU

dominated the scoring and
rebounding to beat UPS and
move into the championship
game.
In their third and final game,
the Logger women lost to
Gonzaga to place fourth. As for
PLU, victory was theirs over
Flathead Valley and the Lutes
brought home the championship
trophy.
The weekend tournament
ended the playing season for the
UPS women's basketball team.
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Premedical Students:

National DAT Review Course

National MCAT Review Course

The specialized approach to preparation for the Dental
Admission Test.
Enroll now for Spring sessions at Seattle University.

Enroll now for Spring sessions at Seattle University.

NATIONAL DAT REVIEW COURSE
2500 Smith Tower, Seattle. Washington 98104
(206) 329-1558

PUGET SOUND TRAIL

Classroom instruction in all sections of MCAT.
Extensive testing practice.

NATIONAL MCAT REVIEW COURSE
2500 Smith Tower. Seattle. Washington 98104
(206) 329-1558
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